• Based on absorption of light by a sample
• dP x /P x =dS/S ➠ dS/S=ratio of absorbance area to total area * Proportional to number of absorbing particles ➠ dS=adn * a is a constant, dn is number of particles • n is total number of particles within a sample 
Beer's Law Limitations
• Equilibrium shift
• pH indicators ➠ Need to consider speciation ➠ Weak acid equilibrium Beer's Law Limitation Absorbing species
• Electronic transitions • π, σ, and n electrons • d and f electrons • Charge transfer reactions π, σ, and n (non-bonding) electrons [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] Sigma and Pi orbitals [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] Electron transitions [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] Transitions σ−>σ * • UV photon required, high energy ➠ Methane at 125 nm ➠ Ethane at 135 nm • n-> σ *
• Saturated compounds with unshared e -➠ Absorption between 150 nm to 250 nm ➠ ε between 100 and 3000 L cm -1 mol -1 ➠ Shifts to shorter wavelengths with polar solvents * Minimum accessibility • Halogens, N, O, S
